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Hello. When I log into Lightroom Classic CC, on Windows 10 I get the following error. Software Error
Picture Style Selected Licensing Autoplay is Unavailable. Please check your Internet connection and
try again. The Lrclassic server is https://account.photography-plans.com/account/subscription/produc
tdetails/c/ab3405c6-a5bc-45d9-98ff-2e8c3c9b7b0a/id/e2e7d8e3-1391-4bf0-b3bb-0f6af9f4b1da Error:
[Service Incorrectly closed LrC] When I log into Lightroom for Mac on macOS Mojave, Lightroom
doesnt start. Instead, I get the following: Error: [Service Communication error] I made an inquiry for
the Photography Plan to the email service provider and I am waiting for a reply. Thank you Franziska
Hi Im using Lightroom for mac on Catalina, the error appears, that is the same with Windows. Then
when I type in the username and password, I get asked to choose between old and new Lightroom.
When I choose old, everything works fine. Thank you, Franziska Hello, Ive installed Monterey and the
latest LrC three days ago and everything worked just fine. Then a few bugs started. First when I
selected some photos and typed in a description, it was saved only one one photo. Then I couldnt
export a folder as catalogue. And now when I want to open LrC, I get the message, that there has
been an error in reading the preview-cache and LrC has to be shut down. I cant open Lightroom now
anymore and Im clueless on what I could do to resolve the problem. Has anyone had the same
experience and knows how to fix this Best, Franziska
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10. create a new catalog by selecting the create a new catalog option located on the merge & book
tab. this will bring up the catalog window shown in figure 8-7. adobe photoshop lightroom 5.2 final
(64 bit) [chingliu] 13. the categories control panel is where you would navigate to the photos you
want to move to a new location. you can use the presets location in the lower left. the category

panel shown in figure 8-8 is where you can add tags to the categories and change the location, the
tags, and comments of the categories. you can also move the photos to a new location at any time.

14. the offline option located on the tools menu is where you can view, tag, and edit your photos
when you are offline. at the bottom of the offline panel is the option that lets you select to sync all

your offline edits back to the cloud version of the photo. the options in the top right are for setting up
a custom working set that can be shared or published. 17. the collection control panel located on the
collection panel tab can be used to select all the folders you want to use in lightroom. the panel can
be dragged to any location and size you want. the options shown in figure 8-10 are where you can
drag and drop the folders into an existing catalog in lightroom or start a new one. 18. the import

dialog that appears when you import pictures into lightroom is shown in figure 8-11. from here you
can choose the input type (photo, raw, video, etc.) and whether you want to add a location for the

pictures you import into lightroom. this dialog can be resized according to your preference.
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